
 

8722 S. Harrison St. Sandy, UT 84070 
P.O. Box 4439 Sandy, UT  84091 
877-585-2853 • Fax 877-585-2854 

SELF-ASSESSMENT: 
MOBILE HOME PHYSICAL 
CONDITION STATEMENT 
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Applicant’s name: ___________________________________________________________________________ 

Physical address: ___________________________________________________________________________ 

City: _____________________________________________ State:  _____________  Zip: _________________   

Home phone: ____________________________________ Mobile:  ___________________________________ 

Business phone: _________________________________ E-mail: ____________________________________ 

Self-assessment completed by and relationship to the insured:  _______________________________________ 

Date of Self-assessment: _____________________ 

Note, a third-party physical inspection is required and will be ordered by the carrier if the insurance quote binds. 

Instructions: 

➢ Please outline the current *physical condition (Good, Average Fair, Poor – see definitions on page 2) of the 

property and note details surrounding any items in disrepair / that need to be repaired/replaced.  

➢ Submit current photos of all area of the structure.  

➢ Outline if there were any updates, type of updates, and dates. 

1. Foundation: 

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

2. Doors and Windows: 

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

3. Roof: 

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

4. Leaks: 

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

5. Ceilings: 

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________  

6. Plumbing: 

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________ 
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7. Wiring: 

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

8. Homeowner Built Additions (description, dates, and permit details): 

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

9. HVAC: 

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

10. Insulation: 

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

11. Washer Drains, and Dryer Vents: 

____________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

12. Skirting: 

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

13. Stairs, handrails, and ramps: 

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

*Physical Condition Definitions: 
 
Good Condition– Well maintained and few/no evidence of deferred maintenance.  Very minimal deferred 

maintenance can be quickly and cheaply resolved and is only cosmetic in nature. Some upgrades typical in 

market.  

Average Condition– Maintained and evidence of typical wear and tear for age and neighborhood.  Any deferred 

maintenance can be quickly and inexpensively resolved and is mostly cosmetic in nature. Some upgrades typical 

in the market. 

Fair Condition– Lacks maintenance and/or minor repairs are needed to bring it into average condition.  Repairs 

needed.    

 
Poor Condition– Uninhabitable, siding/shingles missing, dilapidated, overgrown landscaping, fire damaged, 
flooded, vandalized or stripped of copper.  Major repairs needed. 
 
**Supplemental questions and a discussion call with the insured will be required for formal terms* 
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REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES 

The “Applicant” is the party to be named as the "Insured" in any insuring contract if issued. By signing this Application, the Applicant for 
insurance hereby represents and warrants that the information provided in the Application, together with all supplemental information and 
documents provided in conjunction with the Application, is true, correct, inclusive of all relevant and material information necessary for 
the Insurer to accurately and completely assess the Application, and is not misleading in any way. The Applicant further represents that 
the Applicant understands and agrees as follows: (i) the Insurer can and will rely upon the Application and supplemental information 
provided by the Applicant, and any other relevant information, to assess the Applicant’s request for insurance coverage and to quote and 
potentially bind, price, and provide coverage; (ii) the Application and all supplemental information and documents provided in conjunction 
with the Application are warranties that will become a part of any coverage contract that may be issued; (iii) the submission of an 
Application or the payment of any premium does not obligate the Insurer to quote, bind, or provide insurance coverage; and (iv) in the 
event the Applicant has or does provide any false, misleading, or incomplete information in conjunction with the Application, any 
coverage provided will be deemed void from initial issuance.   

The Applicant hereby authorizes the Insurer and its agents to gather any additional information the Insurer deems necessary to process 
the Application for quoting, binding, pricing, and providing insurance coverage including, but not limited to, gathering information from 
federal, state, and industry regulatory authorities, insurers, creditors, customers, financial institutions, and credit rating agencies.  The 
Insurer has no obligation to gather any information nor verify any information received from the Applicant or any other person or entity.  
The Applicant expressly authorizes the release of information regarding the Applicant’s losses, financial information, or any regulatory 
compliance issues to this Insurer in conjunction with consideration of the Application.   

The Applicant further represents that the Applicant understands and agrees the Insurer may: (i) present a quote with a Sub-limit of liability 
for certain exposures, (ii) quote certain coverages with certain activities, events, services, or waivers excluded from the quote, and (iii) 
offer several optional quotes for consideration by the Applicant for insurance coverage.  In the event coverage is offered, such coverage 
will not become effective until the Insurer’s accounting office receives the required premium payment.   

The Applicant agrees that the Insurer and any party from whom the Insurer may request information in conjunction with the Application 
may treat the Applicant’s facsimile signature on the Application as an original signature for all purposes. 

The Applicant acknowledges that under any insuring contract issued, the following provisions will apply: 

1.  A single Accident, or the accumulation of more than one Accident during the Policy Period, may cause the per Accident Limit and/or 
the annual aggregate maximum Limit of Liability to be exhausted, at which time the Insured will have no further benefits under the Policy. 

2.  The Insured may request the Insurer to reinstate the original Limit of Liability for the remainder of the Policy period for an additional 
coverage charge, as may be calculated and offered by the Insurer.  The Insurer is under no obligation to accept the Insured's request. 

3.  The Applicant understands and agrees that the Insurer has no obligation to notify the Insured of the possibility that the maximum Limit 
of Liability may be exhausted by any Accident or combination of Accidents that may occur during the Policy Period.  The Insured must 
determine if additional coverage should be purchased.  The Insurer is expressly not obligated to make a determination about additional 
coverage, nor advise the Insured concerning additional coverage. 

4.  The Insurer is herein released and relieved from any and all responsibility to notify the Insured of the possible reduction in any 
applicable Limit of Liability.  The Insured herein assumes the sole and individual responsibility to evaluate, consider, and initiate a request 
for additional coverage or reinstatement of the annual aggregate Limit of Liability which may be exhausted by any single Accident or 
combination of Accidents during the Policy Period. 

 

Dated: ________________        Dated: ________________ 
 
Applicant: ______________________________       Agent/Broker: ______________________________ 
 
Signature: ______________________________   Signature:             
 

 


